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SUMMARY
Introduction: Cooncurrent alcohol and tobacco dependency appears to be a common phenomenon yet medical literature often
focuses on only one substance at a time when examining the question of withdrawal and illustrates that the evaluation of tobacco
consumption appears to be overlooked in psychiatry.
Subject and methods: In this study, we analyse perceptions among first-year postgraduates in Psychiatry, before and after
training in Motivational Interviewing, with regard to the idea of suggesting that patients might consider simultaneous dual alcoholtobacco withdrawal.
Results: The trend is to disregard the systematic history of substance consumption and to not recommend concurrent alcoholtobacco withdrawal. Motivational interview training tends to reverse this trend.
Discussion: The lessening of the therapist’s feeling of powerlessness in the face of relapse is one of the explanatory factors
behind this change of approach. A study design is proposed focusing on the patient’s perceptions.
Conclusion: Guidelines concerning dual alcohol-tobacco withdrawal programs are to be developed
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* * * * *
Introduction
In medical literature, the question of addiction is
often approached one substance at a time. In clinical
practice, patients with dependency problems generally
consume several drugs. While smoking is common in
patients in psychiatry, treatment appears often to be
neglected with regard to both systematic history and
follow-up notes (Wye et al. 2010). Tobacco appears to
be considered a less harmful alternative to alcohol or
drug consumption, while the literature demonstrates that
it is a factor of poor prognosis for mental and physical
health (Prochaska 2010). In the field of mental health,
the lack of treatment for tobacco addiction is real and
evidence-based treatments need to be developed.
Among adolescents, the three most frequently
consumed substances are tobacco, alcohol and
marijuana (Latimer & Zur 2010). In this area,
prevention treatment increasingly proposes multisubstance programs (Leatherdale & Ahmed 2010). In a
study concerning the general U.S. population, 48% of
alcohol-dependent people are reported to also be
tobacco-dependent. (Le Start et al. 2010). Among
alcoholic patients seeking treatment in the U.S., there is
an estimated prevalence of 80% of smokers (Chatteriee
& Barlett 2010). In a study conducted in Belgium, 82%
of patients hospitalised for alcohol withdrawal have
nicotine dependence (van den Abeele et al. 2008). The
acuteness of nicotine dependence could even be a
clinical indicator of alcohol-related problems among
adolescent smokers (Leeman et al. 2010). The
interactive effect of alcohol and nicotine has been
demonstrated on the cholinergic system in rats’ brains
and explains this frequent association (Jama et al. 2010).
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Their respective action on the reward circuit at
mesolimbic level appears to facilitate concurrent alcohol
and tobacco consumption (Laitha & Sershen 2010).
These factors are at the origin of the exploration of the
notion of integrated treatment for alcohol and nicotine
dependence (Kalman et al. 2010). Motivational
interviewing has already been evaluated in the context
of treating alcohol dependency, while also concerning
the cessation of tobacco consumption (Lai et al. 2010).
How should the motivational interview take shape and
in what manner should it be adapted in the perspective
of dual alcohol and tobacco withdrawal? Given the
correlation between the consumption of the two
substances, relapse prevention strategies need to
integrate an approach focused on both alcohol and
tobacco (Kahler et al. 2010). This study is the first in a
series of three which aim to evaluate perceptions among
therapists with regard to the possibilities of suggesting
that patients consider stopping both alcohol and tobacco
substances in dual-dependency situations. It will focus
on analysing perceptions among postgraduates in
Psychiatry. The discussion will address the design of
two other studies, which will concern perceptions
among post-graduates in internal medicine as well as
perceptions among patients.

Subjects and methods
The study was conducted over a five year period
(recruitment between October 2005 and October 2010)
and concerned perceptions among twelve first-year
postgraduates in Psychiatry who had not received
motivational interview training. At time 0 the
participants were given a questionnaire containing 25
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items evaluating their perceptions with regard to alcohol
and tobacco dependency, making use of visual analog
scales. This publication will focus on the analysis of
three of these items, expressed as follows:
1. "You feel helpless when faced with a patient with
an alcohol dependency who relapses after a
period of abstinence": Very rarely - Very often;
2. "For each consultation, during the anamnesis, you
systematically question consumption habits
(alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, heroin, cocaine,
etc)": Never – Always;
3. "In cases of dual-dependency (alcohol and
tobacco), you advise the patient to consider
cessation of both substances simultaneously":
Never – Always.

Table 1. Analog visual scale
n=12
Pair 1
Advise the cessation of both substances
Time 0

The same training in motivational interviewing
techniques was given to those participating in the study
over a one year period, covering: basic theory of
motivational interviewing, theory of the reward circuit,
neurobiological bases for phenomena of alcohol and
nicotine dependency and exercises in the form of filmed
role plays which are subsequently reviewed (10 training
sessions in total).
After one year (time 1) and at the end of the training
period, the Postgraduates were asked to complete the
questionnaire again.
We then drew a comparison between the results
before and after training.

Results
The results were processed with t-student test For
the population of candidate doctors specialising in
Psychiatry (n=12), based on an analog visual scale:

With regard to systematic anamnesis during a first
consultation of substance consumption habits (notably
with tobacco), our results confirm a distinct trend in the
literature to disregard, in Psychiatry, the evaluation and
documentation of tobacco consumption habits in the
medical record. After one year’s training in motivational
interviewing, this dimension shows a distinct improvement.

1.1583

Advise the cessation of both substances
Time 1
Pair2
Systematic anamnesis of consumption habits
Time 0

6.5333

Systematic anamnesis of consumption habits
Time 1
Pair3
Helpless feelings faced relapse
Time0

8.1750

Helpless feelings faced relapse
Time1

3.9417

4.7667

6.6417

To the question "In cases of dual-dependency
(alcohol and tobacco), you advise the patient to consider
cessation of both substances simultaneously ": NeverAlways; the response rate at time 0 is 1,1583 on average
and increases to 6,5333 at time 1.
To the question " For each consultation, during the
anamnesis, you systematically question consumption
habits (alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, heroin, cocaine,
etc)": Never - Always; the response rate at time 0 is
4,7667 on average and rises to 8,1750 at time 1.
To the question "You feel helpless when faced with
a patient with an alcohol dependency who relapses after
a period of abstinence": Very rarely - Very often; the
response rate at time 0 is 6,6417 on average and
decreases to 3,9417 at time 1.
The results were significant.

Table 2. Statistical difference in attitudes of subjects over time
t-student
Average
Pair 1
-5.37500
Advise the cessation of both substances
Time 0 - Time 1
Pair 2
-3.40833
Systematic anamnesis of consumption habits
Time 0 - Time 1
Pair 3
2.70000
Helpless feelings faced relapse
Time0 - Time 1

Discussion

Average

Ecart Type

t

Sig.

1.80158

-10.335

0.000

3.02639

-3.901

0.002

1.66515

5.617

0.000

The notion of suggesting that the patient consider
cessation of both substances (alcohol and tobacco) in
theory seems scarcely conceivable at time 0 for the
postgraduates. After a year, this trend appears to reverse.
One might wonder why the spontaneous trend is to
discourage quitting both substances simultaneously: fear
of the consequences for the patient? The impression that
the task is too difficult? Lack of training? Habit: deal
with one problem at a time?
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In the literature, data concerning the animal model
(Lallemand et al. 2006) tends to demonstrate that the
cerebral suffering from a physiological point of view is
less significant when dependent rats undergo alcohol
and tobacco withdrawal simultaneously than when they
undergo withdrawal from only one substance at a time.
For humans, this question needs to be evaluated and
complemented in the light of the emotional implications
of stopping consumption compulsions.
One explanation for the change in perceptions with
regard to suggesting simultaneous cessation of alcohol
and tobacco, after skills have been acquired during
training, could reside in evolutions in feelings of
helplessness among postgraduates when faced with
relapse.
The observed decrease in the degree of feelings of
helplessness demonstrates the impact of motivational
interviewing training, which equips the therapist with
broader possibilities for maintaining a professional and
empathic attitude when analysing reasons for relapse
together with the patient.
In 1996, Miller WR highlighted that the therapist’s
empathy was a highly predictive factor in the development of the treatment of patients with dependency. We
could make the hypothesis that training in motivational
interviewing technique, by lessening the sensation of
helplessness among therapists, facilitates envisaging
withdrawal from several substances.
The design of our study will be complemented by
applying therapeutic alliance scale at time 0 and at time
1 to evaluate this dimension.
We plan to conduct the same protocol on a
population of postgraduates in internal medicine and to
evaluate whether the results are comparable. In a third
phase, we will focus on the perceptions of the patient
with regard to the question of envisaging the cessation
of both alcohol and tobacco. The study will concern the
evaluation of perceptions among patients with both
alcohol and tobacco dependency following an initial
consultation: therapeutic alliance scale, ‘readiness to
change’ questionnaire and analog visual scale concerning envisaging the cessation of alcohol consumption,
tobacco consumption, and both. The control group will
consist of first-year postgraduates who have not
received training in motivational interviewing, versus a
group of first-year postgraduates who have received
training in motivational interviewing.

Conclusion
Our results show that first-year postgraduates in
Psychiatry tend spontaneously to disregard the
systematic history of substance consumption including
tobacco. When confronted with a patient with dual
alcohol-tobacco dependency, the spontaneous trend is to
discourage the notion of concurrent withdrawal.
Following a year of training in motivational interviewing, this trend is reversed. There are many reasons
for the reversal of this attitude which depend on several
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factors. We have focused on one particular factor: the
therapist’s feeling of helplessness in the face of a
patient’s relapse, which is altered after motivational
interviewing training. After analysing the factors
deterring therapists from suggesting withdrawal from
several substances, we purport to assess the impact of
this proposal for patients with dual alcohol and tobacco
dependencies. This analysis could be the basis for
redefining and adapting certain aspects of motivational
interviewing technique in cases of dual dependency.
Drug guidelines in the context of combined alcoholtobacco withdrawal will need to be evaluated and
craving intensity levels will need to be measured among
patients in dual-withdrawal.
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